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7. Details of User Preference Summarization in

PIP Dataset

Here, we provide details about how the user preference Pu

in PIP dataset is summarized. As mentioned in Section 3.3,
we use ChatGPT to summarize Pu based on the user u’s his-
torical prompts Qt. Considering ChatGPT’s context length,
we randomly select 50 historical prompts for summariza-
tion, assuming users have more than 50 different historical
prompts. The input template for ChatGPT is shown in Table
6.

ChatGPT Input Template for Summarizing User Preference

Your task is to use no more than five phrases to summarize user’s
preference based on history text prompts he uses in text to image
generation.
A user’s preference reveals what kind of image he might prefer or
the image style he likes. Do not include objects that appear in his-
tory prompts in your answer. Just answer the phrases in sequential
order, separate using a comma.
Please summarize the preference for the following user:
The history prompts of a user: Qt

The keywords of the user’s preference:

Table 6. Prompt Template we use for summarizing user preference

8. Further Details of In-Context Personalized

PR and General PR

As mentioned in 5.1, our prompt manner for in-context
rewriting is as similar as for context-independent, both in
Personalized PR and General PR. Here we show the in-
context personalized PR input template in Table 7, and we
show the general PR input template in Table 8, respectively.

9. Additional Qualitative Results

We provide additional qualitative results of our Personal-
ized PR method to demonstrate the effectiveness of our
method.

In Figure 10 and Figure 11, we show comparisons of
our method against baseline methods, i.e. Promptist [7] and
General PR, in terms of the rewritten prompt as well as the
corresponding images generated using SD v1-5. All meth-
ods use the ”Shortened Prompt” as input xt. To evaluate the
alignment with the user preference of the compared meth-
ods, we show the user preference Pu for several cases of
the exemplar. By leveraging historical prompts, our method

ChatGPT Input Template for In-context Rewriting

Prompt in text-to-image generation describes the detailed at-
tributes of the object user plans to draw. User’s preference in text-
to-image generation is shown in history prompts.
Given 3 history prompts, your task is to rewrite the current prompt
so that it matches the user’s preference. The rewritten prompt
should retain primary objects in the original prompt and conform
to the user’s preference. Please avoid being too diffused and re-
strict your output within 70 words.
Examples:{E}
The history prompts are: {Rt}
The current prompt is: {xt}
The rewritten prompt (one sentence less than 70 words) is:

Table 7. ChatGPT input template for in-context personalized
prompt rewriting.

ChatGPT Input Template for General Prompt Rewriting

Prompt in text-to-image generation describes the detailed at-
tributes of the object he plans to draw. A nice prompt for text-to-
image generation usually includes various aspects of the image
including descriptions of the scene, mood, style, lighting, and
more.
Given an input prompt, your task is to rewrite the prompt to a
better one. Your rewritten prompt is supposed to describe the
image better, and less than 70 words.
The input prompt is: {xt}
The rewritten prompt (one sentence less than 70 words) is :

Table 8. Input template for General PR.

can rewrite the prompt in accordance with the user’s prefer-
ence in each case. However, general prompt rewriting meth-
ods either insert just a few tags (such as “digital art” or “by
greg rutkowski” etc.) arbitrarily. These generations either
produce something resembling a carefully crafted text-to-
image prompt or continually add tedious details, resulting
in a lengthy text output. Lost histories, these methods fail
to meet the user’s preference.

As mentioned in 5.3 and Table 3, we have conducted ex-
periments to demonstrate the performance of our method in
terms of two shorter types of input prompt xt. The quantita-
tive results in 3 showcase that our method performs robustly
even on conditions of very short prompt. Here, we provide
two qualitative examples along with user ground truth gen-
erated images in Figure 12. These results showcase that,
by leveraging historical prompts, our method is capable of



Figure 10. Qualitative comparison of our method Personalized PR against baseline methods. Compared with Promptist, General PR, our
personalized method aligns with user preference better. Please zoom in to see details.

rewriting input prompt xt properly and further generating
images that are very close to the users’ true intentions, ei-
ther in terms of style or objects. Even in scenarios where
the prompt only comprises nouns without attributes, our
method adeptly discerns the implicit taste of users toward

these objects, resulting in image generation much closer to
the users’ actual preferences.



Figure 11. More comparison results. Please zoom in to see details.

10. Failure Cases

Our Personalized PR is a first trail of personalized text-to-
image prompt rewriting, where we evaluate our methods us-
ing naive yet effective methods and models. Nevertheless,
we would like to present failure cases of our Personalized

PR method. While such failures do occur for some reasons,
they are exceptionally rare. From which, we expect that our
method’s failure could help promote further studies on per-
sonalized prompt rewriting.

Figure 13 illustrate a failure case where irrelevant ob-
jects are involved into the image. We attribute the results



Figure 12. Qualitative results of our method under different type (length) of input prompts. Our personalized PR can generate more
expressive user-preferred images as similar as the user groundtruth compared with the original prompt. Please zoom in to see details.



Figure 13. A failure case of our method. The words in blue indicate irrelevant objects are added to the rewritten prompt, resulting bad
generation.

Figure 14. A failure case of our method.

into two reasons: the irrelevant retrieval result Rt, and the
misconception of Rewriter. For the irrelevant retrieval re-
sult, the retrieved historical prompts describe some totally
different scenes, such as “group of angels” and “Sky City”
in the third retrieved history shown in Figure 13. For
the misconception of Rewriter, the Rewriter ChatGPT [15]
captures some objects irrelevant to “fried wings” which is
the user’s preference, thus leading to this failure.

Furthermore, we visualize another failure case in Figure
14. It happens when the Rewriter fails to acquire adequate
personalized information from historical prompts. In this
case, the user prefer to generate various objects without se-
quential connections in the historical prompts. Therefore,
the Rewriter fails to capture useful information for prompt
rewriting. As a result, the rewritten prompt can be likely
the generation result sourcing from the ChatGPT’s halluci-
nation.

Even though there might be instances of failure, our Per-
sonalized PR poses a foundation method to align text-to-
image prompts with user preferences. With our constructed
PIP dataset, proposed Personalized PR method and the cor-
responding standard evaluation, we have paved a pathway

of personalization in text-to-image generation and we ex-
pect to foster further research towards better user preference
extraction.


